How to Enter Your OSU Chemical Inventory
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log onto the inventory system, using ONID credentials, at http://oregonstate.edu/ehs/cheminv
Only use program navigation buttons – not browser navigation.
If assigned to more than one chemical ownership group, choose the group of interest.
The next screen will look different to various user groups. PI’s (chemical owners) will see information
related to more items than inventory-only personnel.

5. Click on
Inventory. The following screen will show up. You can view different inventory
combinations by choosing the appropriate radio buttons along the top and on the left side.

6. Click the Add Chemical button; the following screen will pop up.

7. Use the “Search by CAS#” or “Search by Chemical Description” fields at the top. Typing something into
either box will, after a short pause, bring up a scrollable list of items that start with that text, plus a
number of synonyms of that entry. CAS is Chemical Abstracts Registry Service number, unique for
each chemical. CAS numbers include the hyphen.

8. Once the appropriate chemical is found, click on it. Boxes in the next (pink) section will be populated.
9. Leave the “Not In Catalog” radio button (at the top) as is.
10. If you do NOT want the item to be viewable by other groups in your department, choose the “Private”
radio button (at the top).
11. Go to the pink background section and fill in all the boxes and buttons.
12. Areas with gray background can be used for additional group-specific information (storage location,
responsible party). Vendor names must be added by EH&S; all other boxes allow direct input.
13. Blue text words (or blue i icon) in any section are links that will open a list of choices for that field or an
additional search capability (see below under “I Can’t Find a Chemical”).
14. The “last” button next to three of the entry fields pulls in the last entry put in that field. This is useful
when entering a series of materials in the same room or storage location.
15. Comment field can be used for anything of interest to chemical owners. Common items: chemical grade
(reagent), form (granular), percent, unlisted vendor name.
16. SAVE: When finished filling in all information, click “Save & Add Another Chemical” or “Save/Return” as
appropriate.

I Can’t Find a Chemical
17. From the adding chemical screen, click on the blue “Chemical Description” link. A search box will open
up.

18. On the next screen, choose the search criteria you want to use. The default choice (Show me
Chemicals where Chemical Description Contains...) is probably most useful for most searches. Enter
an unusual word in the name of the item. Click Show. Here is the result for “foam”:

19. The result list will include all items containing the search text, plus all synonyms of those items.
Synonyms can be recognized because they have the same CAS#.
20. Click on the entry that matches your item. (Note that many items are listed with OSU-created CAS#’s.)
21. You will be returned to step 8: follow steps to item 16 where record is saved.
22. If no entry is found using this method:
 Click cancel and type the name of the chemical in the pink section, along with the CAS#.
 If no CAS# exists (because the material is a mixture or it has never been assigned a number)
put “NA” in the CAS# box.

OSU-created CAS Numbers
23. Chemical products have an OSU-related CAS# created. It takes the format “OSUX9999” where X
represents the name of the material (or the first name encountered in a series of synonyms) and 9999
is a sequential integer.
24. Each group of items represented by a specific OSU number has the same associated hazards.
25. Solutions of materials that exhibit significantly different hazards than the parent solid or concentrated
solution, or that are treated differently by regulations, have the letter “S” appended to the end of the
CAS# (example: hydrochloric acid < 37%; CAS# = 7647-01-1S).
26. Gases may have the letter “G” appended where the material is commonly found in both gaseous and
solution form (example: hydrogen chloride gas; CAS# = 7647-01-1G).
27. PESTICIDES are listed by EPA registration number in the CAS# field. Wherever possible the hyphens
are included. For long registration numbers, some truncation is required.

